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ECG VV 3121
Professional
Hair dryer
Product code: 341710684958
EAN: 8592131306998









Professional AC motor

Ionic function

2 speeds and 3 levels of air temperature

Practical traveling case

 2 speeds and 3 levels of air
temperature

 Cool shot function

 Professional AC motor

 Ionic function

 Removable air concentrator and
diffuser

 Overheating protection

 Ergonomically shaped design

 Hanging loop

 Practical case for easy storage and
traveling

 Nominal voltage: 220–240 V~ 50
Hz

 Nominal input power: 1800–2100
W

 Noise level: ≤ 85 dB
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 2100

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 220-240 ~ 50/60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(cm) 230

Noise Level (dB) -

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Attachments 2

Ionizer Yes

Cold air fixation Yes

Diffuser Yes

Hanger Yes

Number of heating
levels 3

Number of power
levels 2

Non-slip surface Yes

Overheating
protection Yes

Design

Material Plastic

Colour Purple

Accessories

Diffuser Yes

Travel packaging Yes

Air jet Yes
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Professional performance
The ECG VV 3121 Professional hair dryer in purple finish will stand out in any bathroom. With
power of 2100 W quickly dried hair is a matter of course and you can easily achieve professional
results.  

The power cord is 2.3 meters long, therefore you can enjoy total freedom of movement and avoid
constant looking for the nearest electrical outlet.  

Ergonomically shaped handle allows for an easy grip and allows you to hold the device comfortably in your hand.

Beautiful and healthy hair
With the ECG VV 3121 Professional hair dryer, you set the intensity and temperature of the airflow,
exactly according to your needs. You can choose from 3 temperature levels and 2 power levels.  

During drying, negatively charged ions are formed, which reduce the occurrence of static electricity,
so you do not have to worry about unwanted hair frizz. Healthy-looking and hydrated hair will
become a matter of course with the ionization function.  

With the pressing of a single button you can start the cold air function, which is great for fixing the created
hairstyle.

Pleasing accessories
The ECG VV 3121 Professional hair dryer offers two different attachments. Diffuser will be
certainly appreciated by the owners of wavy and curly hair. The narrow concentrator allows you to
precisely direct the airflow and create the hairstyle you want in no time.  

A practical hanging loop will come in handy during use and storage. The safety fuse provides
protection against overheating.  

A travel case is also one of the accessories.
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